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About This Game

NOTE: Apologies. I am abroad and cannot access Steam Community at all at the moment to even read comments. I will
be back on the 28th and will do my best to address things then, but you can e-mail me directly at

support@radiationburn.net and I may be able to help.

Dead Exit is an undead apocalypse, base management, card game. Ok, it's possibly the only undead apocalypse, based
management, card game, but it's fun, and that's the important thing when it comes to games I've been told.

Each player controls a base and tries to out maneuver their opponents and survive the evacuation of a city. Play your cards right.
Make alliances.Break alliances. Betray sworn allies at the worst possible time and leave them to get eaten by the hordes. It's up

to you how you play it, just make sure you get out of the city with enough resources to survive!

Of course, you don't have to murder everyone in sight. You could play cooperatively and try to make sure everyone gets out
alive. Or you can play on your own in solitaire mode which has plenty of settings for a casual quick game or an intense skin of

your teeth undead fest. It's really up to you.

Features

Original card mechanic with multi function, two sided cards. Everything is undead if you aren't careful
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1 - 8 players locally or online

solitaire mode with full difficulty customisation.
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Title: Dead Exit
Genre: Casual, Strategy
Developer:
RadiationBurn
Publisher:
RadiationBurn
Release Date: 20 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Gforce 720

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 3 GB available space

Sound Card: any direct X soundcard

English
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WARNING!!!!! PLAYING ONLINE DOES NOT WORK YOU CAN NOT PLAY WITH OTHERS ONLINE! DON'T SAY I
DIDN'T TELL YOU. Dead Exit is a post-apocalyptic survival card game that tasks you with fending off zombies and gathering
resources. It plays quickly, it's fun and the solitaire like single player part of the game is good. Where I imagine this game will
shine though is in the multiplayer. It supports up to 8 players and allows each of them to work with others and form alliances to
achieve goals cooperatively, or you can play the bad guy and make things more difficult for the other players while stealing
resources from them or of course, a mixture of all of the above.

All in all, a fun game and if you have a few friends to play with, you'll have a blast with it. Well worth the modest price.. This, is
a good, tactical card game with so many variants. Local, online, co-op, pvp. It's all there, and full of choices to make. If you
want super shiny graphics, blood and gore, it isnt here. What IS here is a great card game with solid mechanics, gameplay, and
tactics. Well done!. Multiplayer doesn't work don't buy it if you want to play online.. Pretty good game to play especially with
friends. The mechanics of the game is also simple to learn but you need strategy to win.
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I thoroughly enjoy dead exit. Once you start figuring out how the game works, there are all sorts of fun combos to pull off. On
the harder difficulties, you feel like you're constantly just one step ahead of the great zombie hordes, and every move has to
matter. I would recommend dead exit, as it is good fun. This game is really fun! The cards complement each other nicely, and I
keep finding little 'loops' of cards I can use. The game is simple to understand but there's so many little tricks and tactics that
you can use, and the pace can really be ramped up with the 'extra dead' thing - it makes things a lot more hectic. The soundtrack
sounds cool but isn't too in-your-face, and the cards look really great. I could definitely see this as a physical card game too; the
cards themselves look great and the layout of the boards is really simple and makes sense. Definitely showing this game to my
friends!. o This looks like my kind of game, so I bought the game for me and gifted it to a friend to play in online multiplayer.
o Started the game to find out that online multiplayer isn't working.
o Don't want to own this boardgame anymore if all I can do is solo it (perhaps hotseat works but that is no option to me).
o Refunded the game for both me and my friend (yes, you can refund a gift!).
o Even though the game is inexpensive, thank god for Steam refunds!

TO THE DEVELOPER: I don't want to offend, but a game in this state shouldn't be advertised having multiplayer! Even though
it is rare, I absolutely hate it when games do this. I would be willing to do port forwarding in my router but without a local LAN
option I am not even attempting Hamachi\/Tunggle to work around a broken system when other games work more than fine
without troubleshooting.. I really like this game. I am a fan of card & board games, yet am tiring of the ccg card games. I'm
finding this to be a wonderfully refreshing card game.

At first I though it to be complicated, but it is actually a very approachable pick up and play game. I like the varying difficult
modes in solitaire play as it really helps you to learn the game and incrementally increase the challenge.

At this time, there doesn't seem to be too many players playing the game, which I hope changes because playing with others
really changes the dynamic, strategy and fun factor. I could see very fun tournaments and leaderboards some day.

If you are a fan of card games and board games, pick this up. It's a high quality fun game at a great price point. No pay to play
here. For one price, you get the entire game.

Really enjoying it. Dead Exit i played now 2.8hrs on it i and i enjoy it. for a card game that really goes quick sure for granted i
only played single player and trying to get my friends to play this game and to go on Multiplayer. I'm looking foward for much
more down the road and see how things pick up what i think it will.
Time is everything in Dead exit, finding a good plan how to do things and taking the win to make it out alive.

so if you want a zombie post-apocalyptic survival card game this is ione to pick up. Dead Exit is a tactical card game, with
zombies.

It can be played single player or multiplayer (online and local).
However you are playing, the basics remain the same. You must defend your base from zombies, trying to stockpile enough
resources to escape before you are overrun. You get 3 actions per turn, which may seem like plenty but will soon run out. You
can play survivor and vehicle cards inside or outside your base, or even sacrifice them for different results. These cards remain
in play (unless killed \/ stolen \/ etc) so can be used again and again. For example, you've played a survivor to kill an undead that
was outside your base. Want to do the same again next turn? You can but returning the card to your hand before playing it again
has used up 2 out of 3 actions for your turn, so you'd better know what you plan to do next. You can use an action to draw a face
down card, but doing so will bring a dead along with it. Other cards can be played as one use only action cards, getting to
retrieve a card from the trash or revealing a face down card etc.

If all that sounds interesting, remember that is all happening at one base.
Single player could task you with looking after multiple bases at the same time, whilst multiplayer means humans are in charge
of other bases, who may or may not have your best interests at heart. Also, events can be triggered throughout the game to
drastically change the landscape of the playing field, throwing curveballs into your carefully laid plans.

Suffice to say it can get complicated, but it can be very rewarding when you suceed. Trial and error will inevitably play a part in
getting the hang of it, but once you do, you start noticing how combinations of cards complement each other and realising that
what at first seemed unfair can be countered.
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I've completed the single player game mode 'City Escape' on all the difficulty levels now. Completing the hardest difficulty level
on my first attempt at it was genuinely tense and thrilling, something I'll be honest I wasn't expecting to get from a card game. A
new single player game mode 'Survival' has just been added to the game, so I'll look forward to playing through that as well.

A downside to the game is that it can be hard to find a match in the multiplayer online mode. I haven't so far - I've played the
game with real people locally, but not via the online. But if you've read this far into the review, you can literally help solve that
issue! So don't let that put you off, single player and local multiplayer are available.

So yeah, I would recommend. If you're into tactical card games surely it's a must buy. If you are not, well I would still
recommend it. It is something different and if you do get into it, then it is rewarding. Plus the fact that it's being sold at a very
reasonable price should mitigate the risk if you don't like it.. Dead Exit is a dead end. I didn\u2019t pay $5.99 to play a game of
solitaire. I didn\u2019t pay $5.99 to be made to feel bad. You\u2019re meant to die in the tutorial? Seriously? Great
game\u2026 not. I couldn\u2019t tell whether I was winning or losing. I wasn\u2019t having fun.

I like zombies. I like tactical card games. I hated every minute of this. It\u2019s clich\u00e9d, stereotypical and overpriced
garbage at its finest. It\u2019s not worth more than $1.99 and that\u2019s being generous. Might as well play Elder Scrolls
Legends instead. That\u2019s free.

Can\u2019t trust user reviews. The more steam continues to burn me the less I\u2019m inclined to spend let alone even bother
looking when 38%+ of their entire storefront is made up of indie garbage just like Dead Exit. If it\u2019s not fun, who cares
about replayability?

My patience for such filth is extremely low. Animation quality is as poor as the tutorial. The entire release reeks of shovelware
in a genre that is already overcrowded. Just because I\u2019ll play anything with zombies doesn\u2019t mean I\u2019m
obligated to keep it.

Save your money. Buy six copies of Blood and Bacon instead if you want a zombie fix or download Elder Scrolls Legends for
free if you want a decent tactical card game. Avoid this necrotic shill at all costs. Don\u2019t walk away from it, run like your
life depended on it.

This is only made worse by the simple fact that as of this writing Dead Island Definitive Edition is on sale for $6 while not a
great game, it far supersedes Dead Exit in every way and for the same $6 investment you could be having slightly more fun with
more friends.
. Accumulate 1 car plus a certain number of sets (person, food, fuel) to escape your city before zombies overrun. Drawn cards
give you a zombie unless drawn in special ways. Sometimes event cards give zombies. Idea is to stash away your sets before you
are overrun by zombie cards that can fill your 3 outside and 3 inside rows. People and cars can eliminate zombies from your
base and also do other things (for example giving you a strategy for drawing cards without also getting a zombie). OK game.
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